quest dell deal

Partners. Access all of your resources through the Quest Partner Circle portal, including deal registration, incentives,
sales & marketing tools and product support.Dell bought Quest Software in July for $ billionits largest acquisition
everand The Dell-swallowing-EMC deal is about to close.Dell Inc is expected to reach an agreement to buy network
security software maker Quest Software Inc after a previous deal fell apart, several.Quest Software: The Register
Dell/Quest Software plans layoffs and . Silicon Angle Report: Dell to lay off 2,, employees after EMC deal. Sep
9.Quest last week said Dell's offer was superior without identifying the bidder. The buyout group considered Dell's latest
bid too high, according to.Dell Software, which includes Quest, SonicWall, and Statistica, is being snapped The deal
comes as Dell works to complete its acquisition of.Elliott Management, Francisco Partners and Dell issued a joint press
The deal involves Quest Software and SonicWALL and could include.Reuters reported on May 25 that Dell planned to
offer $23 to $26 per share to buy Quest. The source who spoke to Reuters on Monday.Technology sector mergers and
acquisitions have a chequered history, but Dell's recently announced plan to purchase Quest Software for.How did Dell
really win the bidding war for Quest Software, the . May Quest's Smith says he'd support a deal involving Dell paying
$27 per.Chatter about Dell's potential buyout of Quest Software surfaced yesterday from Although no deal has been
announced, Dell's interest in Quest Software is.So how will partners potentially benefit from Dell buying Quest
Software -- if the deal truly is official? Here are some educated guesses from The VAR Guy.2 U.S. PC maker, offered to
buy Quest Software Inc for $ billion in cash, May 25 - Reuters reports that Dell is planning to offer between $Quest is an
uncharacteristically large acquisition for Dell, which has done only one other multibillion-dollar deal in its history. But
Quest is the.Software business sold as Dell sheds Quest and SonicWall to fund EMC deal. Tech giant continues to sell
assets ahead of its upcoming.The fact that Dell has announced the deal it never confirmed that it was in talks with Quest
at all presumably means that it has pretty much.SonicWall has officially separated from Quest Software, with the both
SonicWall and Quest from Dell in June , with the deal closing in.2 Jul - 4 min - Uploaded by Wall Street Journal Dell
will buy business-software maker Quest Software for $ billion, bringing a bidding war.by Joe Panettieri Jun 20, Dell is
nearing the potential sale of Quest Software and SonicWall, and a deal and/or annoucement could come as soon as this.
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